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What3words Quiz

FREE

What3words is a smartphone app and is an easy way to identify precise locations. Every 3m
square in the world has been given a unique combination of three words: a what3words
address.
What3words can help find unclear addresses and hard-to-find locations. The emergency
services have hailed it for its ability to potentially save lives.
We can also have some fun with it... bring on the Wells Carnival What3words Quiz. Download
the app and you are ready to go. Keep the app on your phone, you never know when you
might need it!
Use the What3words app
to find the following locations

Use the locations to answer the following

1
2
3

Hits.reporters.outbound
Flannel.toggle.germinate
Lime.chucked.stick

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bookshelf.level.scary
Relies.nourished.annoys
Rummage.deriving.skillet
Watching.opposing.unrated
Stale.chickens.negotiators
Nerves.strange.paves
Presses.placidly.upwardly

11
12
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14
15
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17
18
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20
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23
24
25
26
27

Obviously.factories.mugs
Lightens.noisy.sugar
Tilt.issued.finishers
Runways.compounds.thumb
Listening.punt.keepers
Fuse.picnic.adapt
Strikers.trickles.busy
Blush.shot.effort
Tens.dumpling.product
Engineers.villa.mixture
Drops.dignitary.passively
Nests.dads.geese
Robot.plankton.vase
Dustbin.noting.folks
Foggy.dancer.jams
Exulted.yelled.flannel
Perfectly.crystal.dispenser

Whose Arms?
When is the last collection on a Saturday?
What is the place in Hertfordshire?
Bonus (worth 5 points) – Who was the original
resident?
Who laid the foundation stone?
Whose name is under the Malaysian Campaign?
What’s the romantic street name?
What’s at number 10 on the town map?
Who’s fire?
What was the last name of the pub?
What’s the last time the post is collected on
Tuesday?
What‘s the mythical sea creature?
What is the first word of the title?
Who’s the hero?
What is the fishy name?
What’s the name of the boat?
What was the first name of the pub?
What used to be here?
Where do you call for enquiries?
What colour is the cat?
Whose? (hint – face away from the fish shop)
What year was the clock put up?
Which club?
What’s the first word under PROHIBITED
What used to take place here?
What date were the Seasiders founded?
What’s the date?
How many crew members?

We hope you had fun finding the answers to the clues. Answers will be posted on the Carnival Facebook
page and Wells Carnival website on Saturday 15 August and in the window of David Jagger Ltd, Chemist.

